[Effect of microwave coagulation and surgery to treat the cancer of the floor of mouth].
The aim of this article was to clarify the value of microwave coagulation to treat the cancer of the floor of mouth by comparing the effect of microwave and surgery. Retrospectively 87 cases of cancer of the floor of mouth who were treated by microwave coagulation and traditional surgery are analysed and the survival curve, the recurrent rate of the primary and secondary site, the oral functions, the appearance and the complications are compared. 1. Either in the early patients (T1 + T2) or in the advanced cases (T3 + T4), the differences of survival curve between the two groups were insignificant (P = 0.8247, P = 0.803 respectively); 2. The recurrent rate of the primary and secondary site were insignificant either (P = 0.988, P = 0.759 respectively); 3. There were more patients with a satisfied mouth function in the microwave coagulation group than that of in the surgery group, on the contrary, the cases with a worst function were few in the former(P = 0.000, P = 0.001 respectively); 4. The appearance was more satisfactory in the microwave group(chi 2 = 23.077, P = 0.000). To treat the cancer of the floor of mouth, microwave coagulation, as the traditional surgery, had good effects such as the same survival rate, the complication rate and local or region control rate, but the mouth function and the appearance was better than the surgery group. The microwave coagulation can be safely carried out in the practice.